DESCRIPTION
FORMS is a generative visual music bot.
Driven by a set of rules based on randomness and probability, it can generate and endless number of graphic
scores. This scores are automatically sonified thanks to
spectral sound synthesis algorithms, bluring the boundaries between scores and spectrums.
The resulting graphics can be framed within the tradition
of graphic notation that gained strength among twentieth-century composers (John Cage, Iannis Xenakis,
Karlheinz Stockhausen, Morton Feldman...), and which
allowed music to be released from the rigidity of classic
staves.
FORMS has been "dreaming" without interruption for
more than 5000 hours and streaming this visual music
dreams online:
https://www.twitch.tv/playmodes
Since its conception during the lockdown for the COVID-19 pandemic, FORMS has been evolving into different formats -from the online stream to the string quartet
live music performance-. On the following pages you
can find a documented summary of the different formats
it can take.

Some of this formats have been already developed and
exhibited, while others havenʼt.
Weʼre eager to find the opportunities to develop those
formats that are still on a conceptual level but not yet
materialized. Weʼre searching for brave partners that
want to take the risk to bet for a new and original
FORMS performance!

1. FORMS - Online Performance
On its primigeneous form, FORMS is a generative audiovisual bot; a piece of creative software that generates
ever-changing visual music compositions which are
streamed to the internet.
You can check -if active- the current streaming here:
https://www.twitch.tv/playmodes
If for any reason FORMS is not actively streaming at the
moment you visit the page, you can always look at past
broadcasts here:
https://www.twitch.tv/playmodes/videos
Using this format, FORMS has been presented at several
online festivals:
-DGTL online festival (April 2020)
-INTRO20 online digital art exhibition (April 2020)
-OXIDIZE online conference (July 2020)
-FITC web unleashed conference (October 2020)

2. FORMS - Screen ensemble
On September 2020 FORMS took part of the ARS
ELECTRONICA garden Barcelona festival.
Thanks to an arts grant given for this event, FORMS
could take its first material form.
Materialized as a “screen ensemble”, it consists in a
pictorical/sculptural group formed by 3 large format
screens, in a tryptich configuration.
Each of the 3 screen of the tryptic play a different instrumental role, mimicking a musical ensemble. One screen
plays Rhythms, while the other two play Harmonies and
Textures respectively. The 3 screens are synced between
them, thanks to a networked software executed in a
computer integrated on each of the screens.
The behavior of this screen ensemble is similar to the one
presented on the previous “online audiovisual performance” format: a myriad of generative compositions are
created real-time and never repeated twice.
This format is easy to exhibit in a museum or gallery, or
as part of an art collection. It simply needs to be hanged
on a wall and given electrical power. Since thie very
moment it receives power, it starts dreaming an infinite
number of Visual Music compositions.

3. FORMS - String Quartet
The next mutation of FORMS is going to be a live performance executed by human musicians.
A string quartet ensemble is performing on-stage, reading on-screen (instead than on-score) the graphical
scores that the generative software is creating.
The musicians interpret this graphic notation scores
following a predefined and rehearsed set of rules, while
the audience can see a large videoprojection at the
back of the musicians. This videoprojection depicts the
exact scores that the musicians are receiving on their
screens, composed as a single image.
Because the ease of understanding of this music writing
system, the audience can visually anticipate the next
articulations of music, bringing an interesting Visual
Music experience.
This format is suitable for small scale auditoriums and
concert halls.
Although the first gig planned for January 2021 is a
performance for a string quartet, weʼre open and eager
to adapt this format to different (and larger) ensembles:
wind quintet, chamber orchestras or jazz ensembles.
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Header position defines
the present moment
Past music
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Speakers reproduce the mix
between live performance of musicians
end electronic music

A 5th color determines
the electronic music sounds

Each of the 4 colors
iis associated to one
nstrument/musician

Graphic score moving
in a directional scroll

Graphic scores in proportions 32:9

Each musician reads its music
from a small size screen on his/her lectern
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in the graphic notation.
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4. FORMS - Immersive Experience
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This mutation of FORMS, being the largest proposal, is
suitable to be presented at indoors light festivals, museums or digital art venues.
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The headers, of different heights and moving at different
speeds, transform graphics into sound. The position of
the header is also related to the position of the sound in
space: when a header is at the right side of the audience, the sound it produces is going to be placed on
that exact coordinates thanks to the spatial synchronization with the multichannel audio system.
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A large format score is projected in the 360º canvas,
and an arbitrary number of headers scan and sonify the
score at this specifical coordinates.
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Brought into reality thanks to a 360º video projection
and a multichannel sound system, this format allow the
audience to be inside the univers of Visual Music.
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We are willing to bring FORMS to its next state: an
audiovisual immersive space.
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5. FORMS - Sonifyed Prints
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This algorithmic, easthetically pleasing drawings, can be
turned into sound thanks to the use of a custom web
app. By using a smartphoneʼs camera, the user can take
a photo of the print and have it automatically sonified.
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At the physical level, the prints range from DIN-A5 to
DIN-A0 sizes. All of them are printed using pen plotters,
and high quality permanent markers.
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The sonifyed prints are a hybrid (analog/digital) format
that blends together fine art plotted prints and mobile
apps.
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6. FORMS - Collectable Algorithms
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Each of the algorithms/screens have its own speaker (or
headphones)
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A number of screen boxes can be available, each one
focusing on a single audiovisual algorithm. Every new
algorithm added to the collection will automatically sync
with the other existing screens, making a scalable
ensemble of Visual Music instruments.
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If you are a collector and want FORMS to be part of
your art collection, this is a nice and minimalistic format.
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Playmodes is an audiovisual research studio.
A hybrid team of engineers, musicians and designers who
work with home-made digital technologies, breathing life
into original light and sound instruments.
This digital luthierism has led them to apply their creativity
to immersive installations, scenography or projection mapping, in a journey outside the square boundaries of traditional screens.
Their deep interest in the relationships between visual and
auditory phenomena, as well as their skills in electronic
music composition, leads Playmodes to create projects
where sound and image are treated as a single matter. In
most of their projects, the same streams of data generate
both audio and visuals through custom software, driving
the audience into strong synaesthetic perceptions.
Interested in deploying their skills both in the art and
design spectrum, in recent years Playmodes has developed
projects for international art festivals (Pittsburgh, Houston,
Prague, Lyon, Las Vegas, Orlando, Melborune, Karlsruhe),
for cultural and commercial projects (Copenhagen Opera,
Rio Olympics, MWC) or as guest speakers at international
design conferences (FITC, IALD, KIKK, OFFF). Theyʼve also
been awarded with prizes and grants from the contemporary art world (Ars Electronica, Visual Music Awards,
LAUS) and collaborate frequently with universities on the
transmission of knowledge through lectures and subjects.

